The percentage of high-school graduates who enter college in occupational army? thought is necessary, for this problem involves complexities these rigors. Is this fair? Moreover, is this democracy? Men brought up in an environment which would tend and money. With scientists and engineers at a premium, the now that they will have nothing more to do than garrison or are now returning of view, therefore, feel that with the fighting over, a large draft only one not to take cognizance of the fact that scientific men are now returning averages because of this indiscriminate removal, and that of the degrees during the war period decreased far below peacetime obviously each side of the issue will have its adherents. naturally while the more individuals are vital to human wel- of course set in, to allow the selling to Congress immediately after it was to draft legislation on atomic seemed certain that the atomic control, stated that he believed lining the legislation on atomic ussium, that the atomic bomb would be a sacrosanct, President Truman created three special posts of administrators and scientists, including Dr. Compton and President Central of Harvard. The board was assigned the task of gathering all the facts on atomic energy and of preparing reports on the tenets planned. Most important it was to draft legislation on atomic power control which it was to pre- sent to Congress immediately after receiving signing of the first. It was hoped that Congress could fulfill the President's promise before Hiroshima "before general con- sultation has come to us, that the United States act a policy in the proposed, immediate dissolution of the atomic bomb power," said President Compton. immediate Legislation Wrecked Three features presented immedi- At the moment could set in, to allow the selling to Congress immediately after it was to draft legislation on atomic control, stated that he believed lining the legislation on atomic ussium, that the atomic bomb would be a sacrosanct, President Truman created three special posts of administrators and scientists, including Dr. Compton and President Central of Harvard. The board was assigned the task of gathering all the facts on atomic energy and of preparing reports on the tenets planned. Most important it was to draft legislation on atomic power control which it was to pre- sent to Congress immediately after receiving signing of the first. It was hoped that Congress could fulfill the President's promise before Hiroshima "before general con- sultation has come to us, that the United States act a policy in the proposed, immediate dissolution of the atomic bomb power," said President Compton. Immediate Legislation Wrecked Three features presented immedi-